Fire Weather Briefing
September 10, 2018

AK Daily Fire Weather Briefing:
Please visit & join the meeting space from your computer, tablet, or smartphone.
https://www.gotomeet.me/usfwsr7fire/daily-fire-weather-briefing-2

Use your computer or call in: (872) 240-3311
Access Code: 414-541-797#

New temperature records at both Seward and Valdez yesterday...72F!
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Surface fuels are dry throughout most of the state, with the driest conditions in South Central and the northern Panhandle.

DMCs show little of the duff is burnable, the exception is in the Yukon Flats.
Summary

• Short-term Concerns
  – A generally warmer and drier pattern has setup for the state, with South Central and the northern Panhandle having high temperatures into the 70s.
  – Some showers will move through northern Alaska, including most of the Interior, between Tuesday and Wednesday, before nice weather returns Thursday.

• Long-term Forecast
  – Ridging will dominate most of the state for the next week. It does shift over to the east a bit by the weekend, which may allow some more showers in Southwest and western Alaska.

To get weather for your area, use NWS public forecasts or contact NWS for a Spot Weather Forecast.